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BraunS//Getty ImagesStop thinking of iron-free exercises as just something you should only do in a pinch, or when you're dedicating your training time to active recovery. You can build a whole program of workouts using only yourself for resistance—there are entire gyms built around these principles, after all. But if you're sticking to a plan minus any
of the traditional weight room implements, you'll get bored of the old standards fairly quickly. These challenging variations on classic bodyweight moves (the pullup, squat, and pushup) will push you to your limits and help to build a physique that just about anyone clanging and banging dumbbells around will envy. Try to add these moves to your
bodyweight workout—or any routine—by following the instructions and videos below. Walking Negative Chinup+ISMHang from a chinup bar so you’re looking down its length, your left hand in front of your right. Pull your chin up to the bar, your head on its right side. Remove your right hand from the bar. As you lower yourself with your left arm,
“walk” your right hand in front of your left. Pull yourself up on the bar’s left side using both arms. Lower with your right as you walk your left hand forward. That’s 1 rep. Work up to 5.Want another challenge? Check out this pullup variation. Pistol Squat+ISMStand on your right foot and extend your left leg. Lower by bending your hips and right knee.
Go as low as you can; if your back bends, that’s okay. Rise back up using your right leg only. Do 10 reps; then repeat on your other leg. Too hard? Hold on to a pole.Alternating Archer Pushup+ISMAssume a pushup position with your hands spread wide—about twice shoulder width. Lower yourself over your left hand so that your right arm is straight
at the bottom of the move. Push yourself back up and immediately repeat the movement, this time to the right. Alternate between sides, working up to 5 reps with each arm.Michael Easter is a health and fitness writer and a visiting lecturer at UNLV. Conditional clauses express a condition – something which must happen first so that something else
can happen. Can you use conditional clauses correctly? Test your knowledge with this grammar exercise. Fill in the blanks. Was is also possible here; however, were is preferred. In the second conditional we use a simple past tense in the if-clause and would + infinitive in the main clause. The zero conditional is used to talk about situations that are
always true. In the zero conditional, we use a simple present tense in both clauses. In the third conditional, we use a past perfect tense in the if-clause and would have + past participle in the main clause. Either could be used here In the first conditional, we use a simple present tense in the subordinate clause and will + infinitive in the main clause. In
the first conditional, we use a simple present tense in the subordinate clause and will + infinitive in the main clause. In the third conditional, we use a past perfect tense in the if-clause and would have + past participle in the main clause. We use the first conditional to talk about real and possible situations. In the first conditional, we use a simple
present tense in the if-clause and will + infinitive in the main clause. In the first conditional, we use a simple present tense in the if clause and will + infinitive in the main clause. Either could be used here Answers 1. If I were you, I wouldn’t do this. 2. If you mix red and green, you get yellow. 3. If I had known the answer, I would have told you. 4.
Unless you start now, you will be late. 5. If I were you, I would never do / would never have done this. 6. Provided that you get there half an hour earlier, you will be able to get straight in. 7. Unless you stop smoking, you will develop serious health problems. 8. If I had been there, I would have prevented this from happening. 9. If you do not hurry, you
will miss the flight. 10. If weather permits, we will meet again. 11. If I can I will come tomorrow. 12. Will you come tomorrow if you can? Unreal conditionals (type II + III) sometimes can be mixed, that is, the time of the if clause is different from the one of the main clause. 1. Past → Present If I had taken an aspirin, I wouldn't have a headache now. 2.
Past → Future If I had known that you are going to come by tomorrow, I would be in then. 3. Present → Past If she had enough money, she could have done this trip to Hawaii. 4. Present → Future If I were you, I would be spending my vacation in Seattle. 5. Future → Past If I weren't flying to Detroit, I would have planned a trip to Vancouver. 6. Future
→ Present If I were taking this exam next week, I would be high-strung. Put the verbs in brackets into the gaps. Form a Conditional sentence – type III. Mind the position of the if-clause. Show example Thomas (not/to buy) a new car if he (to win) won 10,000 euros. Answer: Thomas would not have bought a new car if he had won 10,000 euros.
orThomas wouldn't have bought a new car if he'd won 10,000 euros. Conditional sentences – type III Index of contents Video: conditionals It is possible for the two parts of a conditional sentence to refer to different times, and the resulting sentence is a "mixed conditional" sentence. There are two types of mixed conditional sentence. Test your
knowledge Present result of a past condition Form In this type of mixed conditional sentence, the tense in the 'if' clause is the past perfect, and the tense in the main clause is the present conditional. If clause (condition) Main clause (result) If + past perfect present conditional If this thing had happened that thing would happen. As in all conditional
sentences, the order of the clauses is not fixed. You may have to rearrange the pronouns and adjust punctuation when you change the order of the clauses, but the meaning is identical. Function This type of mixed conditional refers to an unreal past condition and its probable result in the present. These sentences express a situation which is contrary
to reality both in the past and in the present. In these mixed conditional sentences, the time is the past in the "if" clause and in the present in the main clause. In these mixed conditional sentences, you can also use modals in the main clause instead of would to express the degree of certainty, permission, or a recommendation about the outcome. Past
result of present or continuing condition Form In this second type of mixed conditional sentence, the tense in the 'if' clause is the simple past, and the tense in the main clause is the perfect conditional. If clause (condition) Main clause (result) If + simple past perfect conditional If this thing happened that thing would have happened. As in all
conditional sentences, the order of the clauses is not fixed. You may have to rearrange the pronouns and adjust punctuation when you change the order of the clauses, but the meaning is identical. Function These mixed conditional sentences refer to an unreal present situation and its probable (but unreal) past result. In these mixed conditional
sentences, the time in the if clause is now or always and the time in the main clause is before now. For example, "If I wasn't afraid of spiders" is contrary to present reality. I am afraid of spiders. "I would have picked it up" is contrary to past reality. I didn't pick it up. Test your knowledge Choose the correct answer. Those of you who have been
following this conditional tutorial should now be familiar with present, past and future conditional verb forms. Sometimes unreal conditional sentences are mixed. This means that the time in the if-clause is not the same as the time in the result. Study the examples below to learn how to mix conditional verb forms like a native speaker. Verbs in green
are in the present unreal conditional. Verbs in red are in the past unreal conditional. Verbs in purple are in the future unreal conditional. Mixed Conditional Patterns Examples: If I had won the lottery, I would be rich. If I had taken French in high school, I would have more job opportunities. If she had been born in the United States, she wouldn't need
a visa to work here. Examples: If she had signed up for the ski trip last week, she would be joining us tomorrow. If Mark had gotten the job instead of Joe, he would be moving to Shanghai. If Darren hadn't wasted his Christmas bonus gambling in Las Vegas, he would go to Mexico with us next month. Examples: If I were rich, I would have bought that
Ferrari we saw yesterday. If Sam spoke Russian, he would have translated the letter for you. If I didn't have to work so much, I would have gone to the party last night. Examples: If I didn't have so much vacation time, I wouldn't go with you on the cruise to Alaska next week. If Cindy were more creative, the company would send her to New York to
work on the new advertising campaign. If Dan weren't so nice, he wouldn't be tutoring you in math tonight. Examples: If I weren't going on my business trip next week, I would have accepted that new assignment at work. If my parents weren't coming this weekend, I would have planned a nice trip just for the two of us to Napa Valley. If Donna
weren't making us a big dinner tonight, I would have suggested that we go to that nice Italian restaurant. Examples: If I were going to that concert tonight, I would be very excited. If Sandy were giving a speech tomorrow, she would be very nervous. If Seb didn't come with us to the desert, everyone would be very disappointed. Learn English at
Englishpage.com! Show answers Hide answers
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